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Notes on the Taxonomy and Bionomics
of Certain Filariasis Vectors
by P. F. MATrINGLY, B.Sc., Principal Scientific Officer,
British Museum (Natural History), London, England

The following are interim notes on matters of interest which have arisen
during the preparation of a fuller report on the vectors of filariasis (Wuchere-
riasis). It is hoped that they will be read as such.

The taxonomy of Culex fatigans Wiedemann. Most American authors
refer to this species as Culex quinquefasciatus Say. Since nobody really
knows, or probably ever will know, what it was that either Say or
Wiedemann described, both names ought probably to be treated as nomina
dubia and their use discontinued. However, they are hallowed by tradition
and, since they seldom, if ever, give rise to misunderstanding, they are
likely to be maintained. The taxonomy of the Culex pipiens group (to which
C. fatigans belongs) offers some much more serious problems than this.

It has for some time been realized by those most closely concerned that
the solution of these problems demands a dynamic rather than a static
approach. It is essential that we should realize that we have to do with
actual populations existing in nature and that the species and subspecies
represent aggregates of such populations. They are objective realities and
not mere abstractions to be defined purely by reference to morphological
type specimens (though these have an important part to play). Nor are
the categories employed by the taxonomist mere names to be chopped and
changed to suit the convenience of indexers.

'For taxonomists the species is characterized by its reproductive isolation
from other species. It is by this that its identity is maintained. The aim of
the taxonomist is to ascertain the degree of variability which is possible
within the limits imposed by this reproductive isolation. The species is
thus an objective entity and the success of the taxonomist is to be measured
by the degree of objectivity which he is able to achieve. The subspecies
is also an objective category, being conceived of as a wholly or largely
geographically isolated section of the species population as a whole and
one which, by reason of the interruption of reproductive continuity, is in
process of evolving independently. The two categories are thus quite
distinct. Moreover, unlike the higher categories, they are conceived of
objectively and as such are the keystones of taxonomy. The whole of their
usefulness would be lost if they were allowed to become categories of
convenience.

The variety is a category which has been so misused as to have lost
almost all its meaning and few taxonomists any longer approve it. The
term race has been similarly abused.

The application of the terms " species " and " subspecies " to the mos-
quitos has been discussed by Bates' and Edwards." Fuller and more
general discussions will be found in Huxley 9 and Mayr.34 These two terms
575H
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are all that the mosquito worker will usually require, together with a third
to be used in cases where uncertainty as to precise status exists. My own
preference for this purpose is for " variety " but since " form" seems
currently more popular I have employed it below.

As an example of the practical application of these terms there follows
a brief resume of recent work on the Culex pipiens complex, a group which
is of particular importance for the study of filariasis and other human
diseases. It will be seen that the attempt to understand the various forms
comprised in this complex, as they exist in nature, has met with a number
of difficulties. At least, however, we now know that these difficulties exist,
and this is better than living in the aura of comfortable ignorance engendered
by the use of categories of convenience.

The two principal members of the Culex pipiens complex are Culex
pipiens Linnaeus and Culexfatigans. The former is mainly North Temperate
in distribution but it also occurs widely in South Africa and Australia and,
above certain altitudes, in East Africa and Madagascar. A population,
presumably introduced by man, is said to occur in Argentina and interesting
highland populations occur in the Cameroons and, apparently, among the
Fouta Jalon mountains in French West Africa.

Culex fatigans, on the other hand, is tropical and subtropical. It is
frequently said to be cosmotropical but in fact in parts of Indonesia, the
Moluccas and New Guinea 2 and on Guadalcanal in the Solomon Islands
(pertfide Belkin), and probably elsewhere in this area, it is largely confined
to the vicinity of harbours, a clear indication that it is an introduced species.
The same is true of West Africa, where it is almost unknown except from
the vicinity of the larger ports and, moreover, is biologically quite different
from the East African form.

This limited distribution of introduced populations of C. fatigans has
until recently received little comment, but it is important from the point
of view of control, since experience suggests that introduced populations
of mosquitos are decidedly easier to eradicate than those which occur
naturally or have been long established. A comparable case, though with
some special features, is that of the pale form of Aides aegypti Linnaeus.32
It seems evident that this peculiarity of introduced species is of fundamental
significance for planned control and it is remarkable that its genetical basis
has not been more fully investigated.

Over much of the United States of America and in China and at least
the southern island of Japan, where C. pipiens and C. fatigans appear to
overlap, intermediate forms are encountered. In the United States these
are commonly called Culex pipiens; and they have been referred to as such
in a number of recent monographs despite the fact that they are morpho-
logically quite different from the topotypical C. pipiens of northern Europe.
This is unfortunate since such forms have been employed, as supposed
C. pipiens, in genetical experiments the results of which are, in consequence,
of doubtful value.

The forms occurring in China and Japan have long been known as
pallens and are probably still best designated as C. pipiens form pallens
Coquillett. The forms occurring in the United States may similarly be
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termed C. pipiens form comitatus Dyar and Knab. (The name dipseticus
Dyar and Knab has line priority, but from their figure (Dyar & Knab,9
Fig. 3), I should judge this to be a synonym of C. fatigans.)

As the use of the term " form" implies, the precise status of these
populations is still uncertain. From the fact that they are, both geogra-
phically and morphologically, intermediate, it seems probable that they are
of hybrid origin. It has, however, not yet been convincingly shown that
C. fatigans can hybridize either in nature or in the laboratory with the
true C. pipiens. Indeed the limited genetical evidence at present available
suggests that they cannot. Many successful crosses have been made between
C. fatigans and forms known in the United States as C. pipiens, producing
intermediates similar to those found in nature, but doubt exists as to whether
the latter are in fact true C. pipiens. An attractive hypothesis is that effective
reproductive continuity has been made possible by the introduction of
C. pipiens form molestus, which appears to be genetically compatible with
both.

Whatever may be the explanation, the evidence strongly suggests that
effective reproductive continuity does exist between C. pipiens and C.fatigans
over part of their range, and since their geographical areas of overlap
are clearly defined and they are isolated over the bulk of their respective
ranges the current tendency is to treat C.fatigans as a subspecies of C. pipiens.

C. pipiens form molestus is not so named because it is considered to
be a form of C. pipiens rather than of C. fatigans, but because the former
name has nomenclatorial priority, and if C. fatigans is abandoned as a
subspecific name it becomes the name for the group as a whole. Form molestus
is identical with C. pipiens in its male terminalia but in certain other morpho-
logical characters and in almost all its biological characters it resembles
C. fatigans. The evidence suggests that it may be, in origin, a Mediterranean
form of C. fatigans. In the Mediterranean area it is very widely distributed
and it is known from both cities and rural areas from Algeria to Iran
(Teheran). Further north, however, probably in consequence of its inability
to hibernate, it appears to be mainly, though not exclusively, urban. In
this part of its range it has been recorded from cities as far apart as Moscow,
Hamburg, Stockholm, London and Paris.

The existence of wholly or partly reproductively isolated populations in
certain parts of the range of form molestus has been demonstrated and it
is now known that this isolation is due to a lethal factor which is transmitted
in the cytoplasm of the germ cells and is independent of nuclear control.24
The fact that this is a cytoplasmic, rather than a nuclear, factor has recently
been confirmed by the use, as markers, of mutant genes obtained by
X-irradiation,25 and it has been described as perhaps the best authenticated
example of a " cytoplasmic gene " known from the higher animals.39 It
certainly represents a major contribution from the Culex pipiens work to
general biology. The taxonomic implications of this form of isolation
cannot,'however, be profitably considered until a fuller study has been
made of geographically annectent populations. The occurrence of a similar
cytoplasmic factor in Australian form molestus has recently been announced
by Dobrotworsky.6
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That Culex pipiens can hybridize to some extent with C. p. molestus
under laboratory conditions seems clear. It should, however, be noted
that in at least one case the North African " Culex pipiens" employed
were in fact form molestus in which the recessive gene for autogeny only
became expressed in later generations in the laboratory culture. The
possession of " autogeny ", i.e., the ability to produce viable eggs without
a blood meal, is certainly highly distinctive of form molestus vis-a-vis the
other members of the complex but the gene or genes concerned, besides
being recessive, occur in some wild populations only in considerable dilution.
Thus a random sample may prove to be wholly anautogenous or may
begin to exhibit autogeny only after many (perhaps twenty or more)
generations in the laboratory.

Form molestus is believed to have been introduced into Australia during
the war (see F. H. Drummond, in Mattingly et al.33) and to have begun
almost immediately to hybridize with C. p. fatigans.7 It has also been
found to hybridize occasionally in nature with a morphologically very
distinct form, Culex globocoxitus Dobrotworsky.6 The hybrids apparently
failed to become established in nature, and C. globocoxitus is therefore
currently considered to be effectively isolated reproductively and is accord-
ingly treated as a full species. It seems hardly likely, however, that the
full consequences of the introduction of form molestus can yet have declared
themselves and the situation requires watching.

The fourth form known from Australia resembles C. pipiens sensu
strictu in most respects but differs slightly in the character of the male
phallosome, which is more like that of some American " C. pipiens" than
that of the true northern European form. This form is genetically com-
patible with others of the C. pipiens complex in Australia, but is thought
to be isolated from them by behavioural barriers. It seems probable that
it would hybridize with C. pipiens s. s. were the latter available, but since
they are geographically isolated it is currently treated as a subspecies
under the name C. pipiens australicus Dobrotworsky and Drummond.

Summarizing the Culex pipiens complex it may be said that at the
present time it is considered to comprise the following seven forms:

Reproductively isolated species:
Culex pipiens Linnaeus sensu lato
Culex globocoxitus Dobrotworsky

Reproductively compatible but wholly (a) or largely (b) geographically iso-
lated subspecies:
(a) C. pipiens australicus Dobrotworsky and Drummond
(b) C. pipiens fatigans Wiedemann (- C. quinquefasciatus Auctt.)

Forms of doubtful status:
C. pipiens form molestus Forskal (- C. p. autogenicus Auctt.).
C. pipiens form pallens Coquillett
C. pipiens form comitatus Dyar and Knab
In conclusion it may be noted that from the point of view of control

this group is likely to be a quite exceptionally difficult one. It appears to
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combine all those features which are least welcome to the applied ento-
mologist.

Thus:
1. It includes vectors certainly of filariasis and very probably of the

virus encephalitides.
2. In areas in which hybridization occurs, i.e., the United States,

China, Japan and southern Australia, both morphological and biological
intergrading occur.

3. Its members are for the most part highly domestic and susceptible
to introduction so that a similar state of affairs may well spread to other areas
which are (it is supposed) at present unaffected. Such areas would possibly
include the Pacific islands, East and South Africa, West Africa, the general
area of the Persian Gulf, New Zealand and Argentina.

In certain areas, on the other hand, as indicated above, there are indica-
tions that C. p. fatigans may have a rather insecure foothold and would
be susceptible to eradication. In most parts of the tropics this is the only
form present but montane regions, even in equatorial latitudes, must be
regarded as offering possibilities for the establishment of other members
of the complex.

4. The occurrence of hybridization appears to confer a high degree of
genetical plasticity and therefore of adaptability to varying environmental
conditions.

5. The complex includes forms which are perhaps of all mosquitos the
most resistant to certain insecticides, notably DDT. Furthermore, the
habit of adults, at least of C. p. fatigans, of sheltering behind clothing,
furniture etc., tends to place them beyond the reach of insecticidal sprays.
Finally the ability of form molestus and of C. p. fatigans to make use of
underground breeding-places may introduce exceptional difficulties.

If all these difficulties are to be mastered, not only in those parts of the
tropics from which ali forms other than C. p. fatigans are excluded, but
also in the more difficult subtropical areas, it is obvious that a clear mind
is needed, and for this correctly applied names are essential. Moreover,
these names must be applied with precision and such precision is quite
incompatible with the use of categories of convenience.

The bionomics of Taeniorhynchus, subgenus Mansonioides. The sub-
genus Mansonioides, as at present constituted, is a small group of nine
species. These are morphologically rather similar and there are indica-
tions also that the group is relatively homogeneous biologically. It is a
purely Old World group distributed through the tropics from West
Africa to the Solomon Islands. It is largely confined to the tropics but
T. uniformis Theobald occurs up to about 400 N in eastern China and Japan.
The adults are, for the most part, large, conspicuous, voracious and numeri-
cally abundant. The absence of records from certain parts of the Indo-
Malayan area (notably the whole of the lesser Sunda Islands 4) is therefore
remarkable. It does not, however, seem safe to conclude that the group is
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wholly absent from these islands. The first certain record from the Seychelles
was only very recently published.3' Theobald 38 has an unconfirmed record
from these islands but, even allowing for this, it is clear that Mansonioides
is very rare in the Seychelles and only very few specimens have ever been
taken there.

It is generally considered that, while a number of species of Mansonioides
are important vectors of Wuchereria malayi, the members of this subgenus
are of little or no importance as vectors of W. bancrofti. In consequence
they have been studied in the Oriental Region mainly as domestic mosquitos
in relation to the transmission of W. malayi, while in Africa they have been
studied mainly as wild mosquitos in relation to yellow fever and particularly
to forest yellow fever.

One consequence of this appears to have been the wide recognition by
workers in the Oriental Region of the fact that Mansonioides spp. commonly
enter houses at night and leave them before daylight (see, for example,
Carter 5). La Casse & Yamaguti 23 also comment on this aspect of the
biology of T. uniformis in Japan. In Africa, on the other hand, this aspect
of behaviour does not seem to have received enough attention, although
it emerged clearly from detailed studies on entry into native huts made
by Haddow 13 in Kenya. I can also vouch from personal experience for the
fact that in southern Nigeria T. africanus Theobald may be found in very
large numbers in a room at about midnight, although the same room may
be wholly or largely free from them early the following morning.

Gordon et al.,12 in a study of the transmission of mosquito-borne
diseases in Freetown, listed as common house-haunting species only those
which they found in collections made in houses between 7 a.m. and 9 a.m.
and it may be safely inferred that the total of three T. africanus which they
captured represented only a small fraction of the Mansonioides which were
in fact haunting the houses in question. (Figures published by Lumsden 26
suggest that the numbers of T. africanus biting out of doors would be very
much greater still.) Hicks 18 based his studies of the transmission of W.
bancrofti in this area on those species of mosquito taken in greatest abun-
dance by Gordon et al., and in consequence he paid no attention to
Mansonioides.

Smith, 36, 37 in describing a more recent survey of Ukara Island in Lake
Victoria, fails to make a clear distinction between daytime and night-time
catches and from the fact that he uses the expression " resting in huts " as
though it were interchangeable with " hut-haunting " it seems probable
that he has fallen into the same error as Gordon et al. Henrard and co-
authors 17 drew attention to Haddow's findings, although in an endemic
area in the Belgian Congo they themselves appear to have dissected only
specimens from daylight collections.

These authors found four infected T. africanus in a total of 37 but they
did not study the further development of the parasite in this species.
Edwards 10 records a proboscis infection in either T. qfricanus or T.
uniformis in Africa. Under these circumstances it is felt that there is a case
for transmission experiments using both the African species of Mansonioides
with African strains of Wuchereria. An objection to this in the past has been

15
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the difficulty of rearing Taeniorhynchus in the laboratory, but it seems that
this difficulty need no longer be regarded as insuperable in view of the
successful techniques developed by Jayewickreme & Niles.2'

It is also desirable that such experiments should be accompanied by
observations on natural infectivity rates. In this connexion the very large
local populations of Mansonioides which often occur in Africa require to be
taken into account as does the relatively high degree of zoophily noted by
Smith 36 in both species.

The strongly nocturnal rhythm which is apparent in house-haunting
Mansonioides also characterizes the wild populations which have been
studied in Africa, and it seems worth while to summarize these rather
numerous and detailed studies since nothing comparable to them has as yet
been published from the Oriental Region. The first aspect of behaviour to be
dis^ussed is conveniently termed the " biting cycle ". By this is simply
meant the variation, during a twenty-four-hour period, in the numbers
of female mosquitos alighting on human bait. It is generally assumed that
most of the individuals so alighting will bite if given the opportunity but the
biting cycle is probably also an expression of a general activity cycle. In
the present state of our knowledge it is perhaps not possible to use the term
with as great precision as is desirable. Haddow 15 has analysed the general
rationale of biting curves and the biting cycle in detail.

Biting cycle. This was first studied in Africa by Kerr,22 who found
that in the Lagos area both T. africanus and T. uniformis were mainly night-
biting species. Haddow14 and Haddow, Gillett & Highton 16 confirmed
this in forest and plantations in Uganda and, like Kerr, found that biting
took place with greatest intensity during the period 6-10 p.m., Local Mean
Time. My own catches in southern Nigeria 29, 30 confirmed that these are
pre-eminently nocturnal species, but in this case peak activity occurred
slightly later-during the four-hour period 10.15 p.m.-2.15 a.m. with the
actual peak between 10.15 and 11.15 p.m. In contrast to certain other
species, marked variation in peak biting-time was observed as between
one catch and another and this was also noted for Uganda Mansonioides by
Haddow.15 Since most of the species studied appeared to be biphasic in
their activity, I suggested that T. africanus was also biphasic, the fact that
the biting curve was a unimodal one being accounted for by the assumption
that the two curves from which it was compounded were convex rather than
concave while the two sections of the population involved were numerically
of approximately the same order of magnitude.29 Variation in peak biting-
time from catch to catch would thus result from variation in the relative
size of the sections of the population biting before and after midnight
respectively. Lumsden 27 made a very detailed study of evening biting and
demonstrated the occurrence of a small peak shortly after sunset in all his
more abundant nocturnal species, including T. africanus and T. uniformis.
Small peaks of this kind (and even very large peaks) may be of short dura-
tion (of the order of 20 minutes) and may require collections at about
10-minute intervals to demonstrate them adequately. As a result of his
studies Lumsden accepted the biphasic nature of activity in T. africanus
and other nocturnal species and related it to the occurrence of different
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age-groups in the population. It is perhaps interesting to compare the work
of Downes 8 on Culicoides, which clearly demonstrated the occurrence of a
biphasic activity related to the ovarian cycle. Space will not permit a further
discussion of this subject, though its bearing on the host-vector relationship
is clearly important, and the reader is referred to the excellent summary
by Haddow.'5 Summarizing the current picture of the biting cycle of
T. africanus (and probably the African T. uniformis, though here the data
are fewer), it may be said that activity is mainly nocturnal, more than 90%
of specimens being taken between sunset and sunrise, and that it is variable
and biphasic (or, perhaps more probably, polyphasic), being related to
changes in the constitution of the population and phases in the life history
of the individual mosquito. As a matter of interest, in connexion with the
preceding section of this report, it may be noted that Lumsden,28 while
confirming the nocturnal character of the biting cycle of Mansonioides at
Taveta in Kenya, recorded a somewhat similar cycle for C. fatigans and
C. pipiens.

Swarming. Remarkably few observations have been made on the swarm-
ing of tropical mosquitos of any kind and Mansonioides spp. are no
exception. However, Jayewickreme 20 observed mass mating during a four-
hour period beginning shortly after sunset in T. uniformis in Ceylon. Mating
took place both on the wing and between males and resting blood-fed
females. A similar phenomenon was observed in T. africanus (and also in
two species of Aedes, subgenus Diceromyia) in southern Nigeria.30 Here
males were taken in small numbers throughout the hours of darkness on
many different occasions, although the majority were taken during the two
hours after sunset. Another feature was that the males occurred in greatest
numbers not on the ground but on the two intermediate catching platforms
at 22 feet (6.7 m) and 40 feet (12 m) respectively. The females also showed
marked concentration on these platforms during the two hours after sunset,
although at other times they were taken mainly on the ground. Thus it
would seem that mating behaviour is essentially similar as between T. afri-
canus in Africa and T. uniformis in Ceylon. With regard to the latter species,
Jayewickreme's observations are particularly interesting since the same
author previously showed that the same species (and T. annuliferus Theobald)
will mate readily in small cages in the laboratory.2' We thus have a steno-
gamous and a eurygamous type of behaviour in the same species. Dobrot-
worsky & Drummond 7 also observed frequent outdoor swarming combined
with stenogamy in Australian Culex pipiens molestus. It thus begins to
appear that the significant distinction is not so much between stenogamous
and eurygamous species as between those exhibiting facultative and those
exhibiting obligatory eurygamy.

Vertical distribution. In the epidemiology of filariasis this seems unlikely
to be of great importance except in so far as it affects the proportion of
the mosquito population coming into contact with man. In the case of the
zoonoses, however, owing to the arboreal habit of, for example, most
primates and birds, its importance may be crucial. In Nigeria more than
500% of all T. africanus were taken at ground level and there was a steady
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diminution in numbers up to 52 feet (16 m), the greatest height at which
collections were made.29 Haddow and co-authors 16 also recorded maximum
numbers on the ground, but in their case larger numbers were taken in
the canopy than on intermediate platforms while the total taken at heights
from 22 feet (6.7 m) to 82 feet (25 m) greatly exceeded the total from
ground level. Later Haddow 15 noted that this was exceptional and that
the distribution varied from one catching station to another. During the
daytime the amount of light falling on various platforms is strongly affected
by distribution of foliage etc. and this may bring about apparent inversions.
However, this does not affect the basic vertical distribution pattern as seen
at night, and Lumsden, in a published article 27 and in conversation, has
attempted to relate this to the type of larval habitat. Some species show
diurnal variation. Variation of this type, associated with mating, has been
noted above for T. africanus and another example is afforded by T. (Coquil-
lettidia) pseudoconopas Theobald, which was found in Uganda to bite on
the ground by day and in the trees at night.'5 Seasonal variation may
also occur.'5

Seasonal distribution. Haddow and co-authors 16 found T. africanus
to be most abundant towards the end of the rainy season in Uganda.
In southern Nigeria, on the other hand, the picture was different. There
breeding seemed to take place mainly in huge aggregations of Pistia
stratiotes in creeks running into the Ogun River. In the dry season these
creeks were isolated from the river and the Pistia grew undisturbed. This
was the period of maximum numbers of T. africanus, which swamped all
the other species in the collections. (Anopheles hargreavesi, which also
breeds among Pistia, similarly occurred in maximum numbers during this
period.) With the coming of heavy rains the creeks were flushed out, large
rafts of Pistia could be seen being swept down Lagos lagoon to the sea
and the numbers of T. africanus rapidly fell away. The flushing effect was,
of course, contributed to both by local rainfall and by rain falling further
up the river, and it was not difficult to imagine circumstances in which
the seasonal distribution of Mansonioides might be controlled less by the
rain falling in the immediate vicinity than by that falling many miles
away. Clearly the seasonal distribution of this group and its relation to
rainfall must be expected to vary widely with local conditions.

The over-all picture. Vertical distribution has been shown to be related
to mating and the latter is clearly related to the ovarian cycle. The biting
cycle is also, it would seem, related to the ovarian cycle and entry into
houses and the transmission of disease to the biting cycle. Other events
in the life of the mosquito must also be integrated into this general picture.
Concerning the important question of dispersal from breeding-places we
have, unfortunately, little information. The same is true for most groups
of mosquitos and almost the only detailed observations which come to
mind are those of Provost 35 on salt marsh Aides in the southern United
States. Zanetti 40 recorded periodic invasions of Leopoldville in the Belgian
Congo by large numbers of adults of Mansonioides during the dry season
and associated these with periodic mass hatchings. Bonne-Wepster & Brug 3
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published evidence suggesting mass ovipositions and mass hatching of
T. annulifera in Batavia. The life cycle of a species population is a true
cycle in the sense that for practical purposes it has no beginning and no
end. If it were desired to choose an arbitrary point as the beginning there
would be much to be said for choosing the act of oviposition by the female,
since it is at this point that the new generation achieves effective inde-
pendence of the old, an independence which is to some extent lost again when
the emergent adults become integrated with those of older generations in
the adult population as a whole. Mass ovipositions of the kind envisaged
would argue a most closely integrated life cycle with mating, feeding and
other activities subserving a highly stereotyped pattern. Haddow 15 has
suggested that

" . . . the biting impulse is inhibited by unfavourable microclimatic conditions. When
these become favourable the mosquitos are ' released 'to bite. Thereafter present evidence
suggests that the biting-pattern which evolves is related more to separate groups in the
female population than to the influence of the environment ". (p. 240)
As a corollary to this the same author,15 following Lumsden,27 points out that

" . . . the actual transmission of a disease might well be confined to some very short
period ... and the most logical way in which to detect infection in the mosquito population
or to gauge its incidence would be to study the females coming to bite at the time con-
cerned ". (p. 238)

It is from considerations such as these that the practical applicability
of the studies here discussed may ultimately emerge.

* *

Since the foregoing was written evidence has accumulated to suggest
that C. fatigans is more widely distributed in inland centres in French West
Africa than might previously have been supposed (see Hamon, J. (1954)
Bull. Soc. Path. exot., 47, 178, and (1954) Ann. Parasit. hum. comp., 39,
573). It is not known how long it has been there. It seems recently to have
become very much more abundant in Freetown (Thomas, T. C. E. (1956)
Ann. trop. Med. Parasit., 50, 421). This has been tentatively attributed to
wartime introductions but it seems worth investigating the possibility that
it has resulted from the selective action of chlorinated insecticides on less
resistant competitor species (such as (?) Culex nebulosus Theobald).

Recent work on other groups of insects strongly suggests that rhyth-
mical activities in mosquitos will be found to be governed by a " physio-
logical clock ", perhaps hormonal in nature, serving to maintain a relatively
constant behaviour pattern for some time after the original conditioning.
(For confirmatory evidence from Aedes africanus see Bruce-Chwatt, L. J.
(1950) J. trop. Med. Hyg., 54, 71.)
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A Note on the Survival of the Microfilariae
of Mansonella ozzardi

by Luis MAZZOTTI and EUGENIO PALOMO, Instituto de Salubridad
y Enfermedades Tropicales, Mexico, D.F.

Various studies have been made on the period of survival of microfilariae
in the blood. In 1892 Gruby and Delafond, after injecting blood containing
Microfilaria repens into two healthy dogs, discovered that these embryos
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